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 From the Aeolian Islands in Italy to Lamu, Kenya;Pursuing her best-selling 2009 Assouline name, Gypset Style, travel
writer Julia Chaplin explores the little-known enclaves of gypsy jet-setters all over the world. North Goa, India;Gypset
Travel delves in to the glamorous yet casual lifestyle of the bohemian wanderers through intimate photography and first-
person anecdotes. and Jose Ignacio, Uruguay&#151;
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Even better compared to the first book.. This is why travel books are therefore popular.It's amazing how far the idea of
Gypset has come in several short years. However, I also love luxury and design. Your individual Utopia will be the method
that you make it. Buy it, been there, carried out that.. It Rocks Absouline Books truly rock!This book rocks: the stories,
history, facts, pictures its colorful and bright makes you smile . Appears to be a lot more photos and better quality
pictures (unlike the pixelated pics however you like).... I love collecting Absouline books I so love most of Julia Chaplins
books I so love most of Julia Chaplins books. It virtually is what it state it is.Gypset Design / travel and today living.. It is
filled with fun photos and inspiring places to travel. Again the reserve was received on time and in new condition. Thank
you Damaged Came damaged. Prettier then Gypset Style Much very much better then your first book, Gypset Style..
Boho Style I REALLY LIKE this book. Beautiful photos, informative and filled with beautiful places and people. Makes an
excellent coffee table book. Exceptional trip with tongue in fashionable guide JC No-one gets the trots or jetlag or x-
rayed by the airport trolls taking this comfortable tour of a few of the world's nicer sub-jetset radar, further out, get
away destinations. No discomfort, no strain, plenty of colorful things to see and do, to feel and learn and eat at a
discount price.. It creates for great escapism, to see how other folks live and how they've reimagined existence. The
book will do and this one will.The photography is a lovely mixture of vintage photos of The Stones and new photos of
current day wanderlusters. Five Stars happy Four Stars Beautiful book. Happy travels! A Reserve To Daydream With This
is a beautiful book and the photography is vivid and gorgeous. With the best, there is no need to really visit bodily,
personally.l have a sense that not too many of us who've purchased this book may live this sort of life-style, but it's fun
to fantasy. I'm a free of charge spirit, I got my passport when I was presented with two days see to come on a secondary
to the bahamas. This publication showcases the lives of affluent free spirits who understand how to do travel,
extravagance, and design as if it's their work… and if that they had to work, it would be (and for a few… is). ;) Lovely book
This is a lovely coffee table book with lots of great photos. I really like Julia Chaplins books.
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